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Abstract

This paper aims to investigate the extent to which a rural community develops a capacity to support the establishment of a local creative economy despite various limitations. This study employs qualitative research methods in examining two villages in Indonesia, namely Kasongan and Krebet. Our findings show that the community capacity and actor networks potentially spark the development of rural economies. Local communities in both cases have utilized cultures and traditions as creative capitals, which were commercialized through communal entrepreneurship and mobilized by an organized network of creative actors. Social values, namely a strong sense of belonging, high shared values and strong emotional connections, are found to be the key factors that foster creative potentials, entrepreneurial capacity, and capacity for mobilization of local resources within the rural communities.
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1. Introduction

Several studies have shown that rural areas might not be perfect places for the flourishing creativity (Stam et al., 2008; McGranahan & Wojan, 2007; Rantisi et al., 2006). However, there is evidence that development strategies emphasizing on the creative economy and creative industries have developed rural regions very significantly (Friedland, 1982). For instance, some research has shown that rural cultural resources, crafts, community participation and entrepreneurship have played a role in improving well-being in rural areas (Bell & Jayne, 2016; Scott et al., 2016; Ray, 1998; Balfour et al., 2016), and rural resiliency (Roberts & Townsend, 2016). Creativity can also serve an alternative source of endogenous...
development in rural areas, in that local communities can independently improve their well-being by involving local initiatives conducted by a set of various actors in rural areas (Turvey, 2006). However, the idea of the extent to which a rural community develops a capacity to direct creativity strategies still receives a limited attention, based on community capability and well-being perspective (Scott, 2012; Sen, 1980) that serve a key for endogenous development, especially in a developing country such as Indonesia.

This paper aims to fill the knowledge gap by examining the extent to which and the ways in which a rural community develops a capacity to support the establishment of a local creative economy in Indonesia. This contributes to addressing the question of how the idea of the creative economy is suitable for rural contexts, especially in developing countries. Two rural areas in Yogyakarta Region, Indonesia, namely Krebet and Kasongan, which are known for their creative and cultural products, are chosen in this study.

This paper intends to feature developing countries such as Indonesia as the ideal site for the implementation of a creative industry policy (Fahmi & Koster, 2017). Even though the advanced economic sectors are concentrated in larger cities, evidenced by the presence of creative industries in the areas, this study can initiate a discussion concerning the government’s attempts in promoting creative industries in less urbanized areas and the ways these can be generalized in every region in the country. Further, this paper contributes to revealing how creativity in a rural area has been manifested from interactive networks and endogenous capacities to promote rural development (Balfour et al., 2016; Scott et al., 2016; Esparcia, 2014; Murdoch, 2000; Sen, 1980).

2. Literature review on rural community capacity for creativity based development

The creative economy is an economic sector that uses knowledge as the input and produces innovation (Florida, 2002), in a form of creative products with economic value (Howkins, 2002). Early works on ‘creative economy’ have greatly addressed the urban-based economy as a key strategy to generate economic development (Landry, 2000; Florida, 2002; Florida, 2003; Landry, 2005). The notion has gained some criticisms toward its ‘identikit’ solutions (Montgomery, 2005; Peck, 2005; Bell & Jayne, 2016) and its relation with regional disparities and social exclusion issues (Florida, 2017; Scott, et al., 2016; Stark, et al., 2013; Peck, 2005). Moreover, Jayne (2005) also identifies the lack of regional and rural perspective in the concept.

The interplay between creativity, the economy and place is conceptualized by various terms: the ‘creative class’ (Florida, 2002), the ‘creative economy’ (Howkins, 2002), the ‘creative industries’ (Hartley, 2005), the ‘creative city’ (Landry, 2000), and the ‘creative milieu’ (Cooke & Morgan, 1994). Those terms focus on their heavy orientation toward the application in the urban-based development. Moreover, in the Indonesian context, the term of creative industries is entangled around ‘creative’ and ‘traditional cultural industries (Fahmi et al., 2016) because of the focus of national policies on creative industries which combines art and cultural elements. Therefore, scholars and policymakers have wondered as to what extent this concept is suitable for the rural domain, especially in developing countries.

Many studies have invested some ideas towards rural creative industries. Some rural regions have successfully shown that creative industries in these contexts can reshape their
economic structures and change their place-image (Bell & Jayne, 2016). Some studies demonstrate that a rural area would be “a place where the creative economy is differently manifested and articulated from the now standard ‘creative script’ based on cities” (Bell & Jayne, 2016: 210). Several characteristics, distinguishing rural creative economy with urban ‘creative minds’, are presented as follows. First, rural actors tend to be culturally, sociologically, and economically homogenous (de Silva-Sanigorski et al., 2010), unlike the thesis of Florida’s creative class. Second, the lack of access still serves a major challenge in developing creative economy in rural areas (Quang Dao, 2004). Third, rural actor networks are considered stronger (Balfour, et al., 2016; Esparcia, 2014; Murdoch, 2000), compared to those of urban actors’. Considering these distinctions, the rural creative economy requires a different look and consideration with the urban ‘creative minds’, since local and interactional context in the rural networks can stimulate the creative milieu (Balfour et al., 2016). There is only a few research published on how interactional networks of homogenous rural actors can strengthen the community capacity to flourish creativity for rural development (for instance, Balfour, et al., 2016; Esparcia, 2014; Murdoch, 2000).

2.1. Creative potentials
Creativity is a wide and elusive concept, ranging from technological creativity (invention), economic creativity (entrepreneurship), to artistic and cultural creativity (Florida, 2002). However, it is still unclear which type of creativity is suitable for rural contexts, especially in a developing country, such as Indonesia. The ‘creative economy’ and ‘creative industries’ were mostly originated from individual creativity. In general, they seek to develop new ideas, use new technologies and focus on intellectual property, which is then related to the copyright mechanism (Howkins, 2002; Hartley, 2005). Rural artists, in the common art-based industries, might align with this concept in that they exploit their intellectual creativity as their own property and always emphasize on the creation of new knowledge (Balfour et al., 2016), even though they have more limited access to financial or educational assets (Grodach, 2011). They are also able to spread the knowledge to the community and include them in the creative industry to develop the art-based community initiatives (Balfour et al., 2016).

De Beukelaer (2014) has found that some developing countries are rich of cultural traditions that could serve materials for creativity. For example, in most developing countries, creative industries are largely craft-based (UNESCO & UNDP, 2013), which generally are strongly attached to culture. Fahmi, et al. (2016) have also found that rural areas in Indonesia, and possibly in other developing countries, have more potentials for promoting ‘creative industries’ based on tradition or culture. Craft-based industries can originate from strongly attached knowledge and value in local tradition and custom among rural communities. Different from individual creativity, this cultural value is common goods, which cannot be claimed as an individual property (see also De Beukelaer, 2015; Boateng, 2004). These craft-based industries also differ from other creative industries in that they might use new technologies. However, it is often unclear whether they are concerned with developing new ideas, designs or motifs. They are usually strongly attached to traditional values as they have existed for years and knowledge is passed down through generations. Creative potentials of rural areas can take form either as individual or communal creativity. In other words, both ‘modern’ creative industries and ‘traditional’ cultural, craft-based industries can flourish in rural areas.
2.2. Entrepreneurial capacity

Entrepreneurial capacity, in relation to the concept of the creative economy, relates to the skills and attitudes to transform the creative product into an ‘economically valuable’ product in the market, to identify the economic opportunity, and to develop the efforts into a more stable industry (Balfour et al., 2016; Mitra, 2012). This factor is needed to translate arts-based and/or cultural value product into a valuable product since not all creative potentials can be commercialized. Even though the relationship among entrepreneurship and innovation was once in a bad term, viewed by the classical perspective (Schumpeter, 1934), the current thought of creative economy has shown that the creativity-based development can benefit rural creative professionals (McGranahan et al., 2011), such as rural artists and art-based grassroots businesses.

In a classical view of entrepreneurship literature, individuals or firms would maximize, identify or create an economic opportunity to sell their products. However, in a rural context, the supportive context of entrepreneurship is culturally situated (Balfour et al., 2016). A collective mechanism exists to allow the collective entrepreneurship since the product itself is culturally attached to the community (Julien, 2007). Therefore, an entrepreneurial context does matter (Balfour et al., 2016) to create job opportunities and increase income and should thus be collectively constructed.

This ability of the community to ‘commercialize’ the product of creative economy needs to meet some conditions, such as: (1) the cultural support of the community through interactive networks (Balfour et al., 2016), and (2) the establishment of a potential market and supporting amenities (Florida & Jackson, 2010) to access some necessity resources (Fahmi et al., 2016). By this way, rural creative industries can easily reach out their potential markets and resources and become more sustained.

2.3. Social values

As collective entrepreneurship needs to be built through the interaction networks within rural community, social values emerge as other factors. To collectively work upon the rural creative industry, a relational network would become more crucial since the interaction provides the foundation of innovation systems (Esparcia, 2014). This makes creativity can be produced through the interactional networks of actors within the rural community.

Innovation, as a part of the creative economy, can also occur if actors combine and integrate their knowledge to collect resource and produce innovative ideas (Dammers, 1999). A sense of community, shared values, and the emotional connection can be built upon regular interactions within rural community (horizontal network), as well as between residents and the state (vertical network) (Balfour, et al., 2016; Tonnies, 2001; Murdoch, 2000). Moreover, networks can trigger another component of social capital, trustworthiness, to facilitate voluntary cooperation and collective action (Putnam, 2014; Ostrom & Ahn, 2003), through actors’ networks. Social values, after all, constructed by the complex process of networks involved in the formation of collective action (Miao et al., 2018).

Networks have manifested itself in the form of social and civic participation (Anwar-McHenry, 2011). Civic participation represents a formal interaction and community action-based participation, while the social participation serves informal networks of rural community in all social activities. It is therefore necessary to build both types of participation to support the rural creative economy since these foster collective action, benefits
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communal well-being and increases social capital (Torjman, 2004). Collectivity can foster collaborativeness, thereby forming a creative-based economy system in the rural community needs to utilize community bonding (social interaction) and community bridging (civic engagement).

2.4. Capacity for mobilization

An individual breakaway from collective creativity due to the complexity of exogenous forces can challenge the networks of creative actors (Balfour et al., 2016; Gray & Lawrence, 2001). Moreover, collective efficiencies (economic and technological advantages) can remain latent unless they are mobilized by joint action – a conscious cooperation among creative businesses (Phelps & Wijaya, 2016). Therefore, a concern regarding local agency relationship has emerged. There is no certainty as to what extent a rural community can shape their own future due to those forces (Measham et al., 2012), even though they already have a strong interaction network. Thus, an action to prevent individual breakaway and unveil collective efficiencies in the social networks is needed, by either a formalization of the interaction or an organized network of actors (Phelps & Wijaya, 2016; Schmitz, 1999).

Structure, mechanism and function (Miles et al., 1978) of the community, therefore, are the important elements. As described by Chaskin et al. (2001), a community organization can provide access to resources and opportunities, foster development of human capital (in a form of human and communal creativity), and create commitment of community. These abilities, in a rural creativity context, can also perform in an organized network even without a formal institutional framework, such as community organization. In conclusion, establishing the capacity in mobilizing resources of creative industry can build the actors’ networks to be more resilience and serve creative processes (Balfour et al., 2016).

3. Methodology

In constructing a framework for analyzing the community capacity in the rural creative economy, we consider the concept of institutional capacity by Healey (1998) focusing on three dimensions: knowledge resources, relational resources, and mobilization. Such resources might be contextually differed in various institutions, but efforts to access these capitals are central in one community/organization to gain influence in mobilizing community strategies towards one mutual goal (Healey, Urban Complexity and Spatial Strategies: Towards a Relational Planning for Our Times, 2007). Thus, this concept would be fit as an analytical framework of this study since this study also aims to elaborate community capacity to generate rural creative economy as means towards rural development. This study tries to contextualize these dimensions into several factors, including: (1) creative potentials and (2) entrepreneurial capacity, (3) social values and collaborativeness, and (4) capacity for mobilization.

To identify the extent to which and the mechanisms through which the community capacity supports the development of the creative economy in rural areas, the qualitative research approach is employed (du Toit, 2015). Two cases were employed, including some villages in Bantul District: Krebet and Kasongan, which have performed collective strategies for promoting local arts and craft products. Interviews were conducted with local entrepreneurs, local government officials and other local community actors to collect information related to local community capacities. To complement these interview data,
related policy documents were collected and field notes were created as an extensive overview (Silverman, 2015). Analysis was done through narrative and content analyses (Silverman, 2011; Krippendorff, 2004) to describe the mechanism of interactional networks and community capacity based on the derived factors in supporting the rural creative economy.

4. General overview

To better understand how community capacity and creativity-based rural development are situated in both cases, in the following we present a general overview of Krebet and Kasongan villages.

4.1. Kasongan

Kasongan is located in Kasihan, Bantul District. Kasihan is dominated by working age population (almost 71% of the total population). This demographical composition can be a great potential for Kasihan, particularly for Kasongan, to develop creative economy strategies. Kasongan, specifically, is assigned to be a socio-cultural strategically area (kawasan strategis) and a manmade tourism area during 2010-2030, as this village has unique culture-based products: handicraft souvenirs which have become a ‘trademark’ of the area, especially pottery (gerabah). With this commodity, the local community has developed a cultural center. Tourists are mostly attracted with the making process of pottery and the natural-socio-cultural atmosphere of the Kasongan. Today, there are 582 pottery entrepreneurs and almost 8,000 pottery handcrafters (makers). In addition, Kasongan has obtained the award “One Village One Product” from the Japanese government for its success in initiating the rural art-based industry in 2011.

4.2. Krebet

Krebet is located in Pajangan, Bantul Regency. In the past, most people in this village worked as farmers and factory workers. However, this main occupation has shifted to the batik wooden-mask industry. The changing job preference has indeed transformed the local community’s economic and social structure, in that most residents have developed studios and houses in which they make batik. Most women paint batik on the mask, while most men are in a more ‘rough work’, such as preparing local materials, sawing and sculpting the woods and finishing the products. Nowadays, there are 55 entrepreneurs and 500 handcrafters (205 of 248 households) who work for this batik wooden-stuffs industry and many surrounding villages also follow Krebet in developing the industry.

5. Analysis

In this section, we present the results of the qualitative analysis, which was focused on four layers that potentially influence the way in which the rural creative-based economy has developed, including creative capital, entrepreneurial capacity, social values and organizational capacity.

5.1. Creative potentials

Creative potentials can be created either from an individual’s idea or knowledge and be generated by interactions among creative actors. The analysis of interviews shows that in
both cases creative capitals have similarly been generated from an individual initiative which was then spread across local people.

The making of pottery has been a local tradition in Kasongan since the early 19th century, as the local community started leaving the agricultural sector. The interviewees mentioned Kyai Song as the one who had the idea of abandoning agriculture because the crop products had to be handed in to the Dutch colonialists. He then produced household stuffs (for kitchens and living rooms) made of clay in 1825-1830 and later persuaded his neighbors to do so. A shift of local jobs from farmers to craftsmen thus took place. Another person, Saptohudoyo, who came from outside Kasongan, introduced local art flavors to the pottery products, thereby making these more artsy. The local community has then built its knowledge on making potteries, in that the knowledge is passed down through generations.

The case of Krebet showed a similar pattern demonstrating how the creative capital can develop the wooden-stuff industry since the mid-twentieth century. However, the reason behind the development of this industry was quite different compared to Kasongan because the agricultural sector was no longer considered profitable due to topographical and geological conditions. Therefore, a local resident, Guninjar, learnt (‘nyantri’) how to make wooden-masks from Mbah Warno in 1972 (natah and nyungging). He then succeeded to earn money from this product, which then immediately became popular. His neighbors were interested in learning how to make the wooden-masks. Similar to Kasongan, other innovative ideas have followed the initial movement of the wooden-mask industry. This product was initially produced with a plain design and had a rather low economic value. Nevertheless, some people have developed a more economically valuable product by introducing batik to the product and expanding the product variation with other products, such as wooden-wayang (puppet). Therefore, the products have transformed into a highly valuable product and economically profitable, similar to potteries in Kasongan.

On the one hand, we found that the idea of some people in adding arts and cultural values to potteries in Kasongan and wooden-stuff in Krebet shows that creativity started from an individual act which has then been diffused to other local actors (see also Balfour, et al., 2016). In line with Howkins (2002) and Hartley (2005), these individual acts appear to be the starter for the ‘engine’ of the rural creative economy. On the other hand, it is clear that in the making of these products, the communities have been benefited from the existence of local arts and cultural values. Local culture values, in the form of motifs, stories, local wisdom and philosophies, have deeply immersed into these creative products. However, these values then have been completed by the “creative acts”, enacted by each local creative actor, in the product and motif diversification, kind of used materials, technique of production, finishing, and marketing. By this way, both cases show how local knowledge has inspired creative actors to utilize it and transform it into creative products, using their own creative potentials.

As such, communal creativity has played a crucial role in the development of rural creativity-based development in both Kasongan and Krebet. Different from the nature of creative industries in urban settings, especially in the developed world, in which individual acts are central to developing creative products, crafters in Kasongan and Krebet take advantage of collective goods, particularly local tradition, in creating their products (see De Beukelaer, 2014; Fahmi et al., 2016).
In conclusion, we found that creative potentials in both cases have been formed through collective processes and by collective values, particularly local tradition, and these have helped construct the cultural identity of these craft villages. Further, individual creative acts cannot be disentangled from local collective knowledge and in fact, as these acts become an integral part of communal creativity (see Boateng, 2011). This finding supports the premise that the creative economy and creative industries in rural areas have different characteristics from those in urban regions. This can be associated with the fact that in a developing country, such as Indonesia, local tradition has a strong influence in the development of cultural products.

5.2. Entrepreneurial capacity

Creative potentials need to be transformed into an ‘economically valuable’ product so that it can create job opportunities and increase incomes. Entrepreneurial capacity, either from individual or collective actions, needs to be utilized in terms of rural creative economy development. Both cases show that different contexts and entrepreneurial capacities have resulted in different ways of how the creative economy has developed.

As explained, in Kasongan, Kyai Song persuaded the local community to make pottery and later Saptohudoyo introduced local art motives into pottery product. The integration of the arts increases the economic value of the products. Saptohudoyo also turned out to be the first local artist that exported the product abroad. He was the first entrepreneur in Kasongan who recognized the market opportunity of pottery since he knew well that foreigners had a great interest into local art products. Therefore, he built the market networks of pottery with another country, such as Australia. This successful story had reached to the ears of Minister of Domestic Affairs at the time.

The stories of Saptohudoyo and Kyai Song in Kasongan have shown how a capacity of an individual creative actor can create an economic opportunity to sell the products and take advantage of this development in a rural context (Balfour et al., 2016). The case of Kasongan suggests that individual entrepreneurship became the first key to unlock the development of the rural creative economy. As described, other local residents have followed Saptohudoyo to participate in developing the pottery industry. Saptohudoyo had spread out the knowledge to manage and produce potteries more commercially. This individual entrepreneurship has then grown into communal entrepreneurship, in that the supportive context of entrepreneurship is culturally situated and attached to the community (Balfour et al., 2016; Julien, 2007). Local residents have collectively learned and shared the knowledge to each other about how to take advantage of economic opportunities of the product, to overcome the limitations and problems in business and to develop the local creativity so that these businesses can thereby sustain.

Further, a policy on tourism villages from the central government in the early 2000s had helped stabilize the development of the pottery industry in Kasongan. Saptohudoyo, with other actors, had built the networks to utilize and translate the policy in developing the rural creative movements. Another aspect that supported this development was the availability of art formal education in the level of high school and university near Kasongan. These education institutions have helped build and invest art knowledge in supporting the local creative economy. Currently, the artsy pottery has reached local, national and international markets (e.g. Australia and Europe).
Meanwhile, the case of Krebet shows a different story since it had a different entrepreneurial capacity. The pioneer actor, Guninjar, recognized the economic value of wooden-mask for the first time as he had learned from another person and had practiced to ‘commercialize’ the product. He was not the one who maximized the economic opportunity of wooden-masks since he only designed a plain mask without any aesthetic improvement. Nevertheless, his products were popular at the time and, therefore, he created market networks since then at the local and regional level. This can also be regarded as an entrepreneurial capacity at the individual level. However, he was not the one who managed the local community to participate in the industry. Other neighbors were inspired and invested their efforts to be involved in the production of wooden-stuff. Other actors, namely Kemiskidi and Windarti, were those who expanded the product variation and added more aesthetic value to the wooden-masks. Therefore, the three main actors in Krebet, Guninjar, Kemiskidi, and Windarti, used their own individual entrepreneurship to maximize, identify and create the economic opportunity of these cultural products in the context of rural development (Balfour et al., 2016). As other residents have followed those individual entrepreneurs to participate in developing the batik wooden-mask industry, job opportunities and new sources of income have been created. Similar to the case of Kasongan, individual entrepreneurship has transformed into communal entrepreneurship, which is culturally attached to the community (Balfour et al., 2016; Julien, 2007). The residents have collectively learned how to catch economic opportunities of the products, overcome the limitations and problems in business, and develop the local creativity so that the creative businesses can sustain.

Unlike Kasongan, the wooden-stuff industry in Krebet only had potential market at the local and regional level until the end of the twentieth century. A policy on tourism village from the national government in the early 2000s had also helped to boost the development of batik wooden-mask industry in Krebet. The potential market has just expanded to national and international level due to this policy. This village did not have any other supporting systems, such as art formal education as Kasongan did, so that there was no knowledge investment to help the progress of creative economy. Therefore, the development of the batik wooden-mask industry in Krebet is also established by local entrepreneurial capacities (individual and communal entrepreneurship, supporting amenities, and potential market). However, this was not found in Kasongan.

To sum up, the findings indicate that local entrepreneurial capacities have contributed to the development of the villages as the production centers of those cultural products. An individual entrepreneurship became the first key to support the industry. However, it is found that in these rural contexts, this individual entrepreneurship grew into a communal entrepreneurship in which other actors learnt and collectively shared their entrepreneurial knowledge, which is culturally situated and attached to the community. Both cases have also shown that this distinctive condition different from the entrepreneurial actions and supporting amenity could result in different capacities to take advantage of the economic opportunity in expanding the potential market for the industries.

5.3. Social values

As collective creativity and entrepreneurship need to be built through the interaction networks within the rural community, social values appear to be another factor that a rural creative industry needs. As mentioned in Florida (2002), the development of the creative
economy requires a condition that establishes an art atmosphere for the creative actors to meet and interact with one another because they have sense of belonging to the place and to one another. Therefore, social values and collaborativeness can foster the development of creative actors’ networks which can benefit rural creative economy, as what happened in both cases.

As explained, the development of the pottery industry in Kasongan had grown from individual creative acts into communal creativity and from individual entrepreneurship into communal entrepreneurship. The knowledge of these community businesses had been spread out through neighborhood networks. First, Kyai Song had tried to persuade the local community to quit being farmers and to become craftsmen. Due to the neighborhood relations, this succeeded to result in the job shift of Kasongan because many people were interested and had developed the products to become more economically valuable. It appears that he used the established trustworthiness and social interactions to develop the creative economy, which dynamically grew and progressed at the neighborhood level. Afterward, Saptohudoyo used a different approach to develop the industry. As he was not originally from Kasongan, he tried to show how to be successful in the business not only in the local level, but also in the international markets by using local traditional knowledge (traditional art motives). His success story had attracted many neighbors to come and to learn from him and he also started collaborations with the neighbors.

With these collaborations, local networks have evolved within the community and this helped ‘formalize’ the pottery industry as the basic economic sector of the community. As such, interactions related to the pottery industry, which were initially developed through social bonding, have transformed into a formal network of civic engagement (see Anwar-McHenry, 2011), concerning the management of the pottery industry. These interactions have also made the local norm systems to allow shared power and collaborativeness. Some key leaders have participated to provide rooms for collaborative process and collective action in relation to the creative economy. These actors also tried to expand the networks with other external parties, such as local government and other creative actors, by organizing Kasongan festivals from 2011-2013. Therefore, this case shows that networks can enable social capital to grow within the local community (Putnam, 2014; Ostrom & Ahn, 2003) and this stimulates the foundation of an innovation system (Esparcia, 2014).

The case of Krebet showed a similar situation in that the development of the batik wooden-stuff industry has evolved from individual creative acts into communal creativity and from individual entrepreneurship into communal entrepreneurship. Such a development is enabled by the condition in which the neighborhood networks had supported the knowledge dissemination of the industry, as happened in Kasongan. First, the initiator of the industry, Guninjar, had tried to show the neighbors how to develop the business. Even though he did not directly persuade other rural residents to participate in the industry, he succeeded to persuade a job shift in Krebet as many people were interested to make the wooden-stuff products. He also used the established trust and social interactions to disseminate the knowledge in developing the local industry. Afterward, Kemiskidi and Windarti also became the key players in using social values in the knowledge dissemination. They initiated innovations of product variation (wooden-wayang) and introduction of batik. Their success stories had attracted many neighbors to participate in the batik wooden-stuff industry. Again, they used the established trustworthiness and disseminated the knowledge through social interaction (Anwar-McHenry, 2011). Furthermore, as the networks dynamically
progresses, the local artists have succeeded to participate in the formal meetings of Krebet authorities, thereby influencing local policies on the development. The social networks have supported the batik wooden-stuff industry to be a formal main economic sector within the community. Therefore, any matters regarding batik wooden-stuff industry, such as the management of the industry, has become a ‘formal’ issue in Krebet so that the social interactions have transformed into civic engagement and bridging (Anwar-McHenry, 2011). The shift of local norms currently allows the creative actors to have voice and power in the formal participations. Some of the creative actors have established space for creative industries to be considered in the collaborative process and collective action. These actors also tried to expand the networks with other external parties, such as the local government and other creative actors, by organizing wooden-mask trainings for the local community in 2014.

In conclusion, both cases have shown that collectivity is able to mobilize the community to optimize their creative capitals and develop their entrepreneurial capacities. Both cases show how social interactions provide room for creativity, as “knowledge incubator”, for local actors in discussing creative and indigenous ideas, product development, and market preference. This room was identified as infinite, because creative actors (business owners and workers), to some degree, have their own capability to be involved in the social networks, sharing their ideas and creativities to contribute in the product development.

The characteristics of Kasongan and Krebet rural communities, particularly a strong sense of belonging, high shared values and strong emotional connections, have helped the communities to foster the local creative economy to be built upon horizontal and vertical networks (Balfour, et al., 2016; Tonnies, 2001; Murdoch, 2000). The cases have demonstrated how the established trustworthiness, which is constructed by the aforementioned local characteristics, can serve the ‘resource’ for the local actors to disseminate the knowledge of developing the industry. The benefit to the community, the proximity between the craft industry and the local community, and cultural value appear to strengthen the social networks. In addition, both cases demonstrate that interactions in the rural economy can evolve from the informal social interaction into formal civic engagement. Local norms systems have shifted to allow shared power and collaborativeness of the creative actors in the formal participation process. The actors have become the key players to include the issue of rural creative economy in the collaborative process and collective action.

5.4. Capacity for mobilization

Social values should be supported by a good institutional arrangement due to an individual breakaway from collective creativity (Balfour, et al., 2016; Gray & Lawrence, 2001) and latent collective efficiencies (Phelps & Wijaya, 2016). Therefore, an ability of the rural community to organize common goods, to help each other and to develop businesses together is needed in an institutional framework. This ability can be performed by a formal organization or a network of various actors. Both cases have demonstrated that a network of various actors can mobilize resources to reach mutual goals, even though there is no strong and firm organization that has been developed. Both cases have shown how the key actors can ‘mainstream’ the crafts industry as a rural issue. They utilized the established social capital as their foundation to foster the knowledge dissemination to be a formal civic participation. As various interviewees mentioned, any matters regarding the rural craft
industry would become a ‘village issue’. However, there is no guarantee for these networks to avoid future challenges for an individual breakaway from collective creativity. Therefore, in this section we analyze as to what extent the networks perform the institutional arrangement in responding such challenges.

In Kasongan and Krebet, the relations among actors have progressed through day-to-day business interactions. The interactions among actors have resulted in a success story of the development of artsy pottery and batik wooden-stuffs industries. However, there is no such a mechanism in this rural area that advances the networks into a formal organization (only Krebet did it for the recent year). The ability to provide resources, develop human capital and create commitment has been run by local crafters and entrepreneurs. Therefore, these resource management abilities, which should be performed by the community organization (Chaskin, et al., 2001), have been covered by the networks of actors until today.

For instance, the networks of actors have resulted in some events and projects which have been created in this village. Kasongan festival, an event to promote the creative businesses in Kasongan, had been mobilized by the relational networks of creative actors (Timbul Raharjo and Djoko Pekik), artists’ communities, local communities, and local governments. Timbul Raharjo and Djoko Pekik were the creators and initiators in the promotion of creative businesses in Kasongan. They had the idea to promote and extend the market of creative products of Kasongan through a festival. This festival has been held from 2011 to 2013.

Djoko Pekik and Timbul Rahardjo built the external relation with the regency government through another relative, Djaduk Ferianto. This relation also resulted in a development of road infrastructure that connects Sembungan and Kasongan. The development of this road is shown to catalyze the distribution of potteries. The issue of distribution process of Kasongan pottery products had been a concern of local government since the relations between crafting actors and local government had been built.

By those eventual circumstances, the networks of actors have shown its ability to manage their own resources in developing artsy pottery industries in Kasongan. There is no formal structure of community organization within this case, but the networks can function as the resource manager. Therefore, this case has demonstrated that structure and function in a community organization (Miles et al., 1978) can be replaced by the relational networks.

Meanwhile, Krebet also shows a similar pattern of institutional arrangement. The networks of creative actors also have been developed through events and projects, even though the events had a slight impact toward the ability of the networks to mobilize and organize local resources. As mentioned in the previous section, the local actors in Kasongan had built a relational network with other creative actors in other villages. This network had resulted in a training of batik wooden-mask making-process for the local community in 2014. Budi and Yuli were the creator and initiator for this event. They also built a network with local government (provincial government) for the funding of the event. They also were the actors who organized the event, so that they had become the key players for the event. However, unlike Kasongan, Krebet had succeeded in building a new established ‘cooperative’ organization (‘koperasi’) for local actors. This organization has a formal structure and functions as the resource manager regarding businesses. However, there is no clear mechanism of how this organization mobilizes the resource to the local businesses. Therefore, Krebet has demonstrated that both networks and actors and community organization have the ability to manage their own resources in developing batik wooden-
stuffs industries. Similar to Kasongan, this case also has demonstrated that structure and function in a community organization (Miles et al., 1978) can be replaced by the relational networks, even though those networks have evolved into a community organization in the end.

To conclude, both cases have demonstrated that a network of creative actors can mobilize resources to achieve mutual goals. Even though Krebet has developed a community organization at the end; the networks of actors for both cases mostly have dominated the resource management and function as a 'shady' organization. However, this condition is still considered as vulnerable for the collective creativity, because collective efficiencies remain latent (Phelps & Wijaya, 2016) and there has a challenge of individual breakaway (Balfour et al., 2016; Gray & Lawrence, 2001).

6. Conclusions
The idea of promoting the creative economy has been used as a tool to drive regional development. Most studies have linked this idea in the prospect of the buzz of metropolitan and urban terrains (Waitt & Gibson, 2009; Stam, et al., 2008; McGranahan & Wojan, 2007; Rantisi, et al., 2006), where all amenities and creative workers exist. Meanwhile, a focus on developing a rural creative economy has been less studied (Bell & Jayne, 2016; Scott, et al., 2016; Ray, 1998; Balfour, et al., 2016). This paper has contributed to supplementing this body of knowledge by presenting the cases of Kasongan and Krebet which demonstrate that a creative economy can be developed in such rural settings despite various limitations. The capacity of rural communities in both cases strongly support the development of community arts and craft-based industries in the villages, whose development characteristics differ from what has existed in urban contexts.

In line with Bell & Jayne (2016), the emergence of the creative economy in both cases reshaped local economic structures and place-specific images. The local main sector has shifted from the agricultural sector towards industrial and service sectors, along with creative images being built in both villages. Clearly, the creative economy in these rural settings has been manifested and articulated in a different way from that in urban settings, because it is established while utilizing local cultural knowledge and local creative actors (Balfour, et al., 2016; Esparcia, 2014; Murdoch, 2000). This supports a notion that the creative economy strategy is culturally attached to the specific contexts in which this strategy develops.

More importantly, this paper has identified that the rural communities manage to develop the capacity to support the development of a local creative economy. First, creative potentials have developed the rural creative economy as individual creative actors initiate the development of the creative sector, which slowly becomes an integral part of the collective identity of the villages. It is important to note that in this context, the creativity potentials flourish from local culture and tradition, in that the community has utilized these as an inspiration and value in developing the products.

It is thus evident that the creative economy in these rural contexts differs from the general patterns shown in urban settings. Creative industries in urban areas, especially in the developed world, usually originate from individual creativity. They are associated by new technologies and the copyright protection mechanism (UNESCO & UNDP, 2013). Meanwhile,
in these rural areas, and potentially in other developing countries, the rural creative economy has been benefited from communal creativity, in which individual creative acts cannot be disentangled from collective, traditional values.

Second, both cases indicate that individual entrepreneurs have started their own businesses, which have grown into communal entrepreneurship (Balfour et al., 2016; Julien, 2007). However, our findings show that the ways of how entrepreneurial capacity and contexts develop appear to influence the development of the local creative economy. In Kasongan some actors guide their fellow entrepreneurs to expand their businesses and this has affected the market size of the creative products.

Third, we found that social values become a factor that strongly fosters the aforementioned factors. Social interactions have provided room for local actors, to some extent, to be involved in sharing ideas and creativities for the product. By utilizing local community features, namely strong sense of belonging, high shared values, and strong emotional connections, the local communities have considerably succeeded in establishing actors' networks for the development of the creative economy. Some rural characteristics, such as social values, appear to catalyze the development of the creative economy and these characteristics might be found weaker in urban settings. This factor also helps the community to mobilize resources of the creative economy. An organized network of creative actors in both cases is able to manage resources to aim mutual goals, although a difference exists in the organization form in both cases: while in Krebet the community has decided to build a formal organization to mobilize the local resources, in Kasongan such a formal organization has not been established. At the end of the day, both cases have shown how informal networks of creative actors, which are fostered by strong social values, can help unveil collective efficiencies and avoid individual breakaway.

These findings have important implications for policy. Creativity-based rural development strategies should be shaped by, and sensitive to, the socio-cultural values where creativity is manifested. Since rural areas have specific cultures and traditions, and the tacit knowledge of this industry is usually transferred through generations, development strategies should be tailored to these contexts. Local cultures and social values can be utilized to develop the creative capital as well as entrepreneurial capacity though collaborative processes, in which each stakeholder takes part in the development process. In this regard, a formal organization might not be a prerequisite, as long as the resources can be mobilized to achieve the goal in developing the rural creative economy.
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